Considerations when hiring the Tardis
4 Bay Shower Trailer

The shower unit allows up to 4 people to
shower in complete privacy.
The unit has fold down steps which can be
adjusted for uneven ground.

Spare light bults are
stored in the service
compartment of the
unit

When siting the shower trailer choose your
location carefully. The unit should only be
sttored on solid level ground.
The unit has 4 wind down legs which if
sited on grass can easily sink in so we
recommend using wooden blocks.
Doors must be closed in winter months to
avoid freezing

Things to consider when hiring the 4 bay shower unit:
The trailier hitch key and individual door keys are supplied on a single keyring for which a signature is required on
delivery. Please note any lost keys must be paid for.
The shower should only be moved by a competent operative using a 4x4 with correct tow hitch, all damage is
chargeable. If Tardis are asked to move the unit during the hire period this will be chargeable.
Waste water must be disposed of responsibly. Decide how you want to manage your waste water, you can either:
allow it to drain into the ground, use a storage tank which we can provide or use existing drainage on site, however
we advise you check you have the authority to do so.
If storing the used water you may need a pump to assist filling the vessel, also if drawing clean water from a
similar vessel a pump is recommended.
If you choose the waste tank option, check you have the space to store the unit as the footprint will double.
Water is heated by propane gas which is stored within the service compartment of the unit. Any gas bottles supplied
by Tardis must be returned (always check to ensure gas is connected correctly, if in doubt seek advice from us).
Carbon monoxide detectors are fitted to the showers. These should be tested regularly throughout the hire as
they are there for your safety. If the alarm sounds, stop using the showers and contact Tardis immediately.
If you suspect the smell of gas, check the threaded fitting on the propane gas bottle is tight and secure (if in
doubt, call Tardis).
Do you have sufficient water supply? Tardis are not responsible for drops in or lack of water pressure on site.
Please check with site management you have sufficient water pressure before the event starts, being mindful that
as the population of your event increases on site, water pressures may vary. The further away from the water
source the shower is located the lower the water pressure.Tardis can supply water tanks, water pumps and a water
delivery service if required. Please feel free to dicuss the options with us before you book.
The boiler unit will stop working if the water pressure falls too low.
Water supply used for the showers must be clean and free from contamination (not grey water).
Do you have the relevant skills required to connect the unit to the power, waste and water connections? We can
provide a qualfied Tardis fitter at an additional cost to the unit hire.
The shower unit will be delivered in full clean working order and tested prior to delivery, should a Tardis fitter need
to attend site after delivery, this would result in an additional charge being made.
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